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Ma$coU2loudspeaker [neview]

Bayareatech
Mogico's latest high-end speaker is o performance winner

PRODUCT Magico V2

TYPE Floorstanding loudspeaker

PRICE t18,000 per pair

KEf FEATURES Size (WxHxD): 25.5x115x3Ocm
& Weighl 54kg 6 Drivers:20mm MRI ring ndiator
tweetet 2x l75mm Nano-Tec bass drivers & Sensitivity:
89dB & Frequency response:32kHz-4okHz I Baltic
Birch wood finish & Magico's El ll ptical Symmetry crossover

COI{TACI E! 020 897] 3909 4-b wlw.absolutesounds.mm

ased in San Francisco, Magico is one of

three brands at the last CES in January

to have an lsraeli connection. In this

case, the lsraeli designer, Alon Wolf, a classical
guitarist and engineer, set up shop in

San Francisco where the speakers were

subsequently designed and built. Some bass

driver assembly work is carried out by Morel in

lsrael. while crossover components come from

Raimund Mundorf in Germany. The ScanSpeak

Revelatortweeter is made in Denmark, along

with the woodwork.
Magico is one ofthe newer names on the

block, but that's not to say that it's an ordinary

company. lt started making waves in the US

about three years ago and attracted a lot of

attention at this year's CES, for its exceptional

sound quality.
This at any rate is what the European Sales

Manager of a major Japanese manufacturer

told us. And he is a man with a particularly

impressive track record of setting up good

demonstrations, as well as being involved in

the design and voicing of his own loudspeaker

range. Well it wasn't exactly what he said.

What he actually said was that Magico was the

best sound in show for the last two years and

this reviewer agrees with him. For despite its

seemingly conventional appearance, in our

opinion, Magrco is the most exciting

loudspeaker introduction for several years.

The V2 is the entry-level model in the

Magico range, which stretches to f35,000 for

the Mini 2 and then there are the big, seriously

expensive models which are marked POA on

the price list. In the US, the company is seen as

a key competitor (perhaps we should say the

key competitor) to Wilson Audio, which for

many is the high end epitomised.
The V2 looks ordinary enough at first glance:

a 2.5-way floorstanding medium size speaker

with a shape that's familiar from many other

makes. Check out the Mini 2 (featuring in

The Collection 20091 and you will see that

Magico is not locked into making speakers

with the form factor of the V2. The relative

simplicity of this particular model is intended

to ensure that its pricing is accessible.
But it is not as simple as its appearance

suggests. Leaving the exquisite finish to one

side, one difference is that it is a sealed box./

infinite-baffle speaker, while its rivals are

They have a distinct sound of their own. This

said, the Revelator tweeter is clearly a different

and superior animal from the earlyversion of

the same model, which generally could be

heard in their own righl This may well be

related to how it is integrated into the

midband and bass.
The main part of the midrange is particularly

impressive: it is expressive, finely detailed, tr

Gonyetge s0 pleGisely 0n the same g0al, hut
this is exactly what has happened."

"lt is rare for sound and technology t0

invariably a variation on the bass-reflex ported

theme. Second, the enclosure is built with an

integrity that is second to none and this also

applies to many of the finer details, the

crossover in particular.

So why a sealed box, you ask? Alon Wolfs

response, when he was caught on his way to

catch a plane, was somewhat Delphic. Yes,

there is a very good reason not to use a bass

reflex, but only if one can execute a sealed

design properly.
Reading between the lines, we believe his

thinking is that a reflex alignment is by nature

excessively resonant a nd inherently
compromised, which can result in systems that

can be difficult to control. A sealed box

alignment offers slower attenuation in the

lower frequencies, albeit starting from a higher

one. The danger is that the balance betvveen

the two will be audibly lean. Read on to see if

this is an issue.

SOUND QUATITY
Having established that this is an almost

uniquely exacting design that reinvents the

very grammar of high-end loudspeaker design,

we must also report that it is just as impressive

on audition. The V2 is a lot more than iust an

enginee/s wet dream.
It is difficult to know where best to staG as

this is an unusually seamless performer. There

is no detectable discontinuity between the

bass, the midband and the treble. Each seems

to grow organically from its neighbour, which

in itself is quite remarkable. The exotic tvveeters

that some of Magico's peers use are blessed

with some great qualities, but generally, their

oerformance cannot be described as seamless.
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tr layered and free of any obvtous

colourations. lt also has the kind of delicacy

and transparency that is more often associated

with the world of electrostatics. There were

some superb passages during the test, for

example, of Brahms's A/fo Rhapsody. BUI

making too much of part icular pieces of music

is missing the point with a loudspeaker that

was both as easy to listen to and live with, as it

was musically informative.
So is the balance lean? A little, yes, but not

too much so. What the V2 lacks is that sl ightly

loose underdamped upper bass, too beloved of

many high-end speakers and, in part icular,

speakers from the US. The V2 is fast, taut and

agile and there is no noticeable bloom, st i l l

less room boom. Room posit ioning is bestwith

moderate toe-in to hit the tweeter's hot spot,

but there is no need to dial- in room
reinforcement, by placing the speakers near

walls or by encouraging early reflections. Just

the opposite, in fact. The speed and

ariiculation of the bass is best when the V2 is

in open, unobstructed space. That said, the

Magico is not as pernickety about room
placement as some other speakers that we

can think of.
But it is fussy about amplifiers. lt likes very

clean amplification and plenty of it. lt worked

well with the Krell FBI integrated, but it also

worked beautifuliy with the Esoteric A-03.

Bridged A-03s, which yield 200 watts per

channel, would probably be even betler.

One anecdote from a test that was full of

incident is worth recounting here. A product

manager who represents the competition and

who was openly sceptical of the V2 in

conversation, wds clearly shaken and, yes,

stirred, within seconds of the music starting.

We even detected tears welling up in his eyes!

This is truly a loudspeaker that dri l ls down to

the musical depths.
It is very rare for sound and technology to

converge so precisely on the same goal, but

this is exactly what has happened, in this case

MagcoU2loudspeaker [Review]

The V2 is a painstakingly designed and

immaculately voiced, loudspeaker. lt covers all

but the f inal few tones of the ful l  audio band,

can go loud and can convey the essence of a

musical performance in space, like few others.

It's expensive, yes, but given what has gone

into this design, we are prepared to suggest

that it is good value and have marked its score

sheet accordingly. HFc
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N PRO
Fast, assured and highly
articutate loudspeaker which
is more European in balance
than many lotdspeakersEASE Of DRIVE

****
E CON
Stiqhtly lean bass may
not suita[[tastes (thouqh
bass reach is good). It can
also be demanding of its
partnering equipment, so
be warned.
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